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INSURANCE



If you’ve ever bought an insurance plan, you’d agree 
that it’s almost equal to learning a new language. 
Insurance terminologies and jargons have somewhat 
of a bad reputation. They’re “new”, “unfamiliar”, 
“alien”, “hard to understand”, “incomprehensible”, 
“confusing”, and “complicated” – leading to thick 
barriers to everything insurance, built out of fear.

 

What if we turned this fear into fuel? What if we 
define each and every insurance terminology in 
simple, easy to understand language that would help 
you understand every detail about insurance?

Insurance is a way of managing uncertain expendi-
ture and risks that may cause financial loss. It is an 
agreement between two parties – the insurance 
company or insurer and the customer or the insured. 
The insurance company agrees to compensate the 
insured/the customer for expenses incurred toward 
coverage mentioned in the insurance policy. There 
are different kinds of insurance – health, life, auto, 
and property, among others. Each type of insurance 
has several terminologies.

Understanding specific terminologies and jargons of 
different types of insurance helps comprehend the 
main message shared in insurance policy docu-
ments, on insurance company websites, advertise-
ments, or when speaking with an insurance agent.

Unlike other e-books about insurance that focus on 
specific topics, the purpose of this e-book is simple 
and narrow - to simplify terminologies, lessen confu-
sion and in the process, remove the fear of insurance 
remove the fear and the lack of understanding of 
insurance.

Read this e-book, browse through it, use it as a 
dictionary or think of it as a crash course in insurance 
lingo and insurance jargon - whatever your purpose, 
it will help you make informed decisions when deal-
ing with insurance.

Let us begin by asking, ; what is insurance?

Introduction
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Terminologies

Health insurance

Health insurance is an agreement between a health insurance company and a 
policyholder wherein the insurance company agrees to compensate medical 
expenses for the policyholder in exchange of premium.

Insurance policy

Insurance policy is the document that comprises the key terms and condi-
tions of the insurance plan and constitutes the contract between the insurer 
and the insured.

Deductible

Deductible is an amount that policyholders have to pay out-of-pocket 
towards medical expenses. The insurance company pays the amount over 
and above the deductible.

Health insurance agent

A health insurance agent can either be a representative of the insurance 
company or be a self-employed professional who helps customers choose 
health insurance plans and insurers find customers.

Group / corporate health insurance

Group health insurance provides coverage to a group of people under a 
single policy. Group health insurance is usually provided by employers to a 
group of employees.

Pre-policy medical check up

Pre-policy medical check up is the medical examination that health insur-
ance seekers have to go through before the insurance company under-
writes the policy. Insurers request pre-policy health check-ups to reduce 
the risks.

INSURANCE

Health Insurance

Room rent limit

Health insurers pay room rent expenses towards hospitalization only to a 
specified limit and to a specified/allowed room type. This is called room 
rent limit.
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Contribution clause

A contribution clause comes into the picture when the insured has more 
than one health insurance plan. It is a clause that mentions details about 
payment of claims – whether the claim will be paid equally, proportionately 
or by any one insurance plan  only and what is the waterfall.

Coverage

Coverage is the amount of risk or liability that is covered in an insurance 
policy for the insured by the insurer. 

Grace period

Grace period is the extra days or extra time after the premium payment due 
date given to policyholders to pay premium. Grace period is given to ensure 
that the policy does not lapse. 

 Policyholder

Policyholder is a person or a group of individuals in whose name an insur-
ance policy is held. The policyholder is the subject of the insurance contract.

Policy tenure

The duration of a health insurance policy is called policy tenure. It is the 
period for which the policy is valid. 

No-claim bonus

No-claim bonus is the amount added to the sum insured for every claim free 
year. In other words, it’s a reward to the policyholder for not making any 
claim.  The NCB automatically enhances the medical insurance coverage.

Claim

A claim is a request submitted by a health insurance policyholder to the 
insurance company for the reimbursement/payment of the medical expens-
es incurred by the insured. 

INSURANCE

Cashless claim

Cashless claim is a facility where the insured does not have to pay to the 
hospital; the insurance company directly pays to the hospital towards the 
expenses incurred for the hospitalization of the policyholder. This is subject 
to approval by the insurance company.

Insurance Terminologies A-Z
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Day care expenses

Certain types of medical treatments require few hours and can be complet-
ed without the need for hospitalization. These are called day care proce-

Reimbursement claim

In reimbursement claims, the insurance company reimburses the medical 
treatment expenses to the policyholder upon submitting required docu-
ments, bills and hospitalization certificates. 

Beneficiary

A beneficiary is the person named in the policy for receiving the insurance 
coverage and benefits.  It can be a nominee, spouse or a dependent or legal 
heir.

Date of maturity

Health insurance policies have a start and end date. Some health insurance 
policies are valid for a specified period. The date on which a health insur-
ance policy is supposed to end is called its maturity age.

Exclusions

Health insurance plans do not pay for certain medical expenses. The medi-
cal treatments not covered in a health insurance plan are called exclusions. 
For example, in a health cover, plastic surgery, bariatric surgery and pros-
thetic treatments are normal exclusions from the coverage.

Inclusions

The medical treatments that are covered in a health insurance plan are 
called inclusions. The health insurance company would pay towards these 
expenses. 

Policy term

Policy term is the period for which a health insurance policy is valid. 

Grace Period

race period is the time that is given to the policyholder to pay the premium 
after the due date. If the premium is not paid by the grace period, the policy 
lapses.

INSURANCE
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IRDAI

The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India. It is an auton-
omous body that regulates and promotes insurance in India.
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Super top up

Super top up plans are similar to top up plans that provide extra coverage for 
multiple claims during a policy period when the hospitalization bills exceed 
the deductible. Super top-ups enable you to make multiple claims during the 
year. 

Underinsured

When a person has Inadequate or insufficient insurance coverage it is called 
underinsured. This is normally a relative calculation and subject to assump-
tions made.

Underwriting

It is the process through which an insurance company accepts and signs 
liability towards an insurance applicant. The insurer underwrites or takes on 
the risk of the policy.

Premium

The amount paid by a policyholder to the insurance company against the 
insurance policy is called premium. This is the cost to keep the policy in 
effect.

Out-of-pocket expenses

When policyholders pay for medical bills from their own pocket or personal 
sources, it is called out-of-pocket expenses.

INSURANCE

Riders

Riders are additional benefits provided to policyholders

Insurance Terminologies A-Z

Top up

Top up is additional coverage bought by an insurance policyholder on the 
existing policy. Top up plans kick in when a single claim amount exceeds the 
deductible of a plan.
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•

Lump sum payment

Insurers pay out a lump sum to the nominee upon the death of the policy-
holder. This means payout of the amount in full, not in parts. 

Periodic payment

Some insurance companies also provide the option of periodic payments. 
Here the sum insured is broken and paid out in parts. This allows regular 
cash flow for the beneficiaries. This is popularly referred to as a money-back 
policy and is normally endowment in nature.

Single premium

A single premium is where the entire premium is paid in one go at the begin-
ning of the policy. For example, if a policyholder has bought a policy for 25 
years, he would have to pay the premium for 25 years at one go. In case, the 
policyholder dies in the 6th year of the policy, the premiums for 25 years 
would have already been paid.

Limited premium

When premiums are to be paid within a certain number of years, e.g. 5 or 10 
years, it is called limited premium. For the remaining period, the cover is 
provided without the payment of premium.

Nominee

A nominee is the person mentioned in the term insurance policy who would 
receive the benefit of the sum insured. For the remaining period, the cover is 
provided without the payment of premium.

Regular premium

Regular premiums are those, which are paid annually or according to the 
period decided by the insurer and the insured at the start of the policy. 

Term insurance

Term insurance is a form of life insurance for a fixed period. It covers death risk and pays 
a lump sum death benefit to the beneficiaries of the insured. In case the insured survives 
the policy period, no benefit is given. The only exception is a premium return term policy in 
which the policyholder receives the aggregate of all the premiums paid. Term insurance is 
purely a financial security tool for the dependents of the policyholder. 

INSURANCE

Term Insurance
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Death benefit

Death benefit is the amount/sum assured that is paid to the nominee after 
the death of a term insurance policyholder. 

Free-look period

Free-look period is .the period during which the insurance buyer can take a 
call on whether he/she wants to continue with the policy or not. This is a 
popular sales tactic.

Surrender Value

Term policies and pure risk covers normally do not acquire any surrender 
value. Endowments and money back policies acquire a surrender value 
after 3 years of continuous premium payment on the policy. After 3 years, 
such policies can be surrendered at any point of time.

INSURANCE

Policy maturity

Policy maturity is the end of the policy term. It refers to how long a policy 
would remain in force.
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Third-party liability cover

Third-party liability cover provides coverage for expenses arising out of damage caused 
to third party – people or property – due to an accident involving the insured car

Own Damage (OD) cover

OD cover provides coverage towards expenses arising due to damage to 
the car sue to accident, fire, natural calamities or theft.

Legal liability

When an insurance holder’s car is involved in an accident and a third-party 
is injured (people) or damaged (property) it is a legal liability for the insur-
ance holder/car owner.

Cashless garage

Auto insurance companies are affiliated with garages where custom-
ers/policyholders can avail of cashless claim settlement facilities.

Endorsement

Endorsements are updates made to the coverage in a policy after the 
policy has been bought. 

Insured Declared Value (IDV)

IDV is the sum insured in the auto insurance plan. It is the manufacturer’s 
listed selling price minus the depreciation of the car.  The IDV reduces over 
time.

Voluntary deductible

At the time of the purchase of the auto insurance, the car owner can opt to 
bear a part of the claim from one’s own pocket; this is called voluntary 
deductible.

INSURANCE

Auto Insurance
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Voluntary deductible

At the time of the purchase of the auto insurance, the car owner can opt to 
bear a part of the claim from one’s own pocket; this is called voluntary 
deductible.

Personal accident cover

Personal accident cover is a part of comprehensive auto insurance, which 
provides financial protection towards accidental disabilities and death of 
the owner, if the accident occurred while the owner was driving the vehicle. 

Zero depreciation cover

If parts of a car need to be replaced following an accident, the insurance 
company compensates for the depreciated value of those parts, not the 
actual cost. With a zero depreciation cover, the insurers provide the full 

Roadside assistance cover

Roadside assistance cover provides emergency service such as towing of 
the vehicle, alternate transport, and ambulance, changing of flat tyres, 
among others during times when the policyholder/owner is stranded on a 
road while driving.

Engine protection cover

The engine is not specially protected under comprehensive auto insurance. 
Engine protection cover is an add-on that specifically covers damages 
caused to the engine due to accidents or natural calamities.

No-claim bonus

No-claim bonus is provided to customers who do not make any claims 
during the policy year.

Anti-theft device

Anti-theft devices reduce the risk of vehicles being stolen. Often, auto 
insurance companies provide discounted premium rates to customers 
who have anti-theft devices installed in the vehicle.

INSURANCE
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Loss of baggage clause

It is an add-on cover that provides protection against baggage stolen from 
the car or damaged due to an accident.

Facilities in lieu of spare car clause

If a car meets with an accident and the vehicle owner’s movement is 
constrained due to the non-availability of a vehicle, facilities in lieu of a 
spare car clause provides a daily monetary sum for the arrangement of 
transportation.

Accessory

Accessory refers to additional instruments installed by vehicle owners in 
their vehicles.amount and there are policies to cover these accessories as 
well.

 Bumper-to-bumper cover

It is a warranty provided by auto insurance companies under which every-
thing in between the front and the back bumper of the car is covered in the 
insurance.road while driving. It is like a comprehensive cover.

Engine protection cover

The engine is not specially protected under comprehensive auto insurance. 
Engine protection cover is an add-on that specifically covers damages 
caused to the engine due to accidents or natural calamities.

Consumable cover

It is coverage provided for nuts, bolts, engine oil, and other such parts dam-
aged due to an accident.

Contributory negligence

Contributory negligence refers to the vehicle owner’s negligence in follow-
ing safety measures instructed by manufacturers of the vehicle that lead to 
damage to the vehicle.

INSURANCE
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 Effective date

It is the date from which an auto insurance policy is operational.Normally, 
all auto insurance policies are effective immediately or from the renewal 
date in the case of renewal of old policies. 

Endorsement

Endorsement is a document that states any changes made to an auto 
insurance policy.

Passenger cover

It is an add-on cover that provides coverage towards injuries sustained by 
a passenger in an insured vehicle. 

Grace period

Grace period is the time given to auto insurance policyholders to pay the 
premium after the due date.

Letter of experience

It is a letter that a policyholder can request from the insurer in which the 
insurer shares information about the history and records of the insured 
with that particular insurance company.

Consumable cover

It is coverage provided for nuts, bolts, engine oil, and other such parts dam-
aged due to an accident.

Motor Vehicle Record (MVR)

MVR refers to the driving history of the policyholder. It may include 
incidents of traffic violations, legal cases related to accidents, and more.  It 
is an important document, especially when legal cases are involved in any 
insurance claim.

INSURANCE
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INSURANCE

Insurance companies could get caught up in using specific words and terms that might be 
required to meet the formal nature of documents or insurance regulations. Not everyone 
would find it easy to understand insurance terminology. 

 

This glossary of insurance terms might help many to first, overcome the fear and negative 
connotation attached to insurance and second, to better understand and address any 
difficulties to make informed decisions when buying insurance.

 

With that said, do you want to get a more deeper understand of any of these terms and 
concepts? IIFL is not just a dynamic marketplace for insurance; it is even a resource center 
to learn everything about insurance. You can begin your insurance journey here.

Conclusion
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